INSURANCE CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
TOP INS <GO> – TOP Insurance News
NI INS <GO> – Insurance News
NI REINSURE <GO> – Reinsurance News
NI LIFINS <GO> – Life Insurance News
NI PNCINS <GO> – Personal Liability News
FIRS <GO> – FIRST WORD filter to Insurance
NI INSLAW <GO> – Insurance Law News
NI ENVIN <GO> – Environmental Liability Insurance News
STNI SOLVENCY2 <GO> – Solvency 2 News
TNI CAT NEWBON <GO> – Catastrophe Bond News
SALT <GO> – Suggest News Alert, Choose Insurance

INSURANCE INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
PSRT <GO> – Schedule D Portfolio Holdings
FCIM <GO> – Fixed Income Credit Monitor
INSR <GO> – Insurance Report Writer

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA PGEO <GO> – Product Revenue Segmentation
MA <GO> – Mergers and Acquisitions
FA EEV <GO> – European Embedded Value
FA INS <GO> – Insurance Template

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS
BBL <GO> – Bloomberg Law Search
XLTP XILT <GO> – Loss Triangles
LITI <GO> – Company Litigation Analytics
GC <GO> – Graphical Curves
RSKC <GO> – Company Risk
FWCM <GO> – Forward Curve Matrix
AGGD <GO> – Aggregated Debt
DDIS <GO> – Debt Distribution
HDS <GO> – Holders by Size
CAT <GO> – Catastrophe Bonds
WEAT <GO> – Weather Center

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI PCREG <GO> – Reinsurance
BI INPCE <GO> – Property and Casualty – Europe
BI INPCN <GO> – Property and Casualty – North America
BI INSPO <GO> – Personal Lines
BI INSCN <GO> – Commercial Lines
BI LIFEE <GO> – Life – Europe
BI LIFEN <GO> – Life – North America

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI PCREG 1098 <GO> – Reinsurance Probable Maximum Loss
BI PCREG FLPREM <GO> – Premiums Written in Florida
BI PCREG FLEXP <GO> – Insured Exposures in Florida
BI INSPN HOMERON <GO> – MarketScout Home Pricing Survey
BI INSCN HOMERON <GO> – Statutory Auto Market Share by State
BI INSPO 1083 <GO> – Statutory Auto Market Share by State
BI INSPO 1086 <GO> – Statutory Home Market Share by State
BI INSCN 1089 <GO> – Statutory Commercial Market Share by State
BI INSCN 1099 <GO> – Statutory Personal Lines Market Share
BI INPCN 1097 <GO> – Portfolio Composition and Credit Quality
BI INSPO 1090 <GO> – Personal Lines Reserve Development
BI INSPO AUT <GO> – Vehicle Miles Traveled
BI LIFEE 1072 <GO> – Embedded Value for Europe
BI INPCN MACD <GO> – Auto/Home Pricing CPI
BI LIFEN COML <GO> – LIMRA Annuity Sales
BI LIFEN MACD <GO> – Milliman Hedge Cost Index
BMAP STORM <GO> – Bloomberg Storm Map
BMAP QUAKE <GO> – Bloomberg Quake Map
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